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MAKE THE
RIGHT CHOICE
Accessories such as Instrument Trolley,
Stand for Cooling Systems, Surgical Tables
and LC Implant Suites, enhance chairside
efficiency with standardised procedures, and
save time while incrementing the productivity
for a complete Chairside Management.

OVER-THE PATIENT
SURGICAL TABLE

TABLE
ACCESSORY

Omnia over the patient surgical table is made of 18/10 stainless steel, is adjustable in
height, and is characterized by a wide and solid supporting surface, which allows the
dental surgeon to keep all the material he/she needs to properly work within reach,
with no need for additional supports. Furthermore, the dental surgeon may move the
working surface over the chest of the patient, so as to avoid the risk of accidental falls
of the instruments to the floor. The over the patient surgical table is electropolished
by immersion to ensure a lower bacterial adherence. Two out of the 4 wheels are
equipped with brakes.

The removable supporting pole
can be mounted onto both Mayo
and over-the patient tables and
allows positioning the Hand Fuser
over the tables.

INSTRUMENT TROLLEY
To complete the equipment of any surgical theatre, Omnia tables are entirely made
of stainless steel, with a 4-leg base in die-cast aluminium on castors. Base legs
contain heavy alloy hidden weights for a better stability. The tray is large in order to
accommodate a great number of surgical instruments. Tables are electropolished
by immersion to ensure a lower bacterial adherence.

Partcode

Description

Qty

30.E0026.00

Instrument trolley with edges work top, extra heavy
foot anti overturn and 180° rotation, height adjusts from
74 to 117 cm (tray size: 73 x 47 x 2,5 cm) - Weight 18,70 kg.
Supporting pole not included.

1 piece

OLEODYNAMIC INSTRUMENT TROLLEY
The oleodynamic Mayo table, which is entirely made of stainless steel, with a 4-leg
base in die-cast aluminium on castors, completes the equipment of any dental
surgical theatre. Base legs contain heavy alloy hidden weights for a better stability.
The oleodynamic column and foot pedal allow a quick adjustment in height of the
working surface. The tray, 73 x 47 cm, allows accommodating a large number of
surgical instruments. The table is electropolished by immersion to ensure a lower
bacterial adherence.
Partcode

Description

Qty

30.E0022.00

Oleodynamic instrument trolley equipped with single tray
with raised edges. It is manually adjustable in height from
86 to 120 cm (tray: 73 x 47 x 2,5 cm) - 31,5 kg

1 piece

30.E0018.00

Rotating junction 360° for instrument trolley with
oleodynamic pump (optional item)

1 piece

30.E0017.00

Removable supporting pole for Hand Fuser, for positioning
the Hand Fuser over Mayo tables and over-the patient tables

1 piece

DETAIL
JUNCTION

STAND FOR COOLING SYSTEMS
The stand with wheeled base is made of stainless steel. It allows positioning and supporting the OMNI-VAC aspiration system, and the wheels allow moving it easily around
the surgical room. The tray may be used as a shelf to support the Physiodispenser.

STAND FOR
PHYSIODISPENSER

SUPPORTING
TRAY FOR
HAND FUSER
30.E0014.00

Partcode

Description

Qty

30.E0023.00

Over the patient surgical table with manually
adjustable height from 98 to 150 cm
(tray: 60 x 90 cm) - 15 kg

1 piece

Partcode

Description

Qty

Removable supporting
pole for Hand Fuser

30.E0014.00

Stand for cooling fluid with tray for Physiodispenser,
capacity 10 kg (tray dimensions: 32 x 30 cm)
5 spokes plastic foot

1 piece

1 piece

30.E0027.00

Removable support for body fluid collection canister
that can be added to item 30.E0014

1 piece

Partcode

30.E0017.00

Description
Qty
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LC IMPLANT SUITE
The multifunctional surgical trolley is developed to improve the organization of the dental office, it allows to keep the electronic
equipment properly stored, to avoid the provisioning of cables and wirings, to improve the level of hygiene in the office, to save time
and money in the organization of the work.
LC Implant suite is an essential instrument for those who practices oral surgeries/implants using Phisiodispenser or piezosurgical
equipment and for those who practice endodontics and parodontics.
Shockproof
window

Flat tray with
scratch proof
surface and
integrated handle
(45 x 54 cm)

REAR VIEW

Total
dimensions
50 x 54 x 94
cm

Double
removable
support for
cooling
liquids

FRONT VIEW

Grid
for cable
holder
Teflon
support for
3 hand pieces/
contrangles –
removable and
autoclavable
internal part

3 removable
shelves with safety
stop and adjustable
height - ref.
30.E0050.00

30.E0050.00

Multiple
socket
connection

Antistatic
wheels. Two of
the four wheels
are equipped
with brakes

Lateral
opening for
equipments
cables and/or
cords

Scratch
proof
front glass
window

30.E0050.00

Lower
part
for pedals
or various
accessories
ALSO AVAILABLE
WITH DRAWER
30.E0060.00

Partcode

Description

Dimensions

Color

Qty

30.E0050.00

LC Implant Suite - 3 removable shelves

50 x 54 x 94 cm

white

1 piece

30.E0068.00

LC Implant Suite - 3 removable shelves

50 x 54 x 94 cm

orange

1 piece

30.E0070.00

LC Implant Suite - 3 removable shelves

50 x 54 x 94 cm

blue

1 piece

30.E0060.00

LC Implant Suite - 2 removable shelves + 1 drawer

50 x 54 x 94 cm

white

1 piece

30.E0072.00

LC Implant Suite - 2 removable shelves + 1 drawer

50 x 54 x 94 cm

orange

1 piece

30.E0071.00

LC Implant Suite - 2 removable shelves + 1 drawer

50 x 54 x 94 cm

blue

1 piece

Each LC Implant Suite trolley is equipped with 1 package of tubing extensions for mechanical irrigation systems
free of charge (Ref 32.F0100.00 - 10 pcs.)
The use of the extension is necessary for the proper use of the hose set.

For more information on Omnia products or to place an order, call +39 05 24 52 74 53 or visit omniaspa.eu
As some of the products included in this catalogue might not be available in some countries, we invite you to verify the availability of the product with your local authorised dealer or to contact our customer care
at the free phone number 00800 48 37 43 39. All product names are trademarks of Omnia Srl, a Cantel Medical Company, its affiliates, or related companies, unless otherwise noted.
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